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Angelman syndrome (AS) is a rare neurodevelopmental disorder caused by mutation or deletion of the maternally
inherited UBE3A allele. These pathogenic mutations lead to loss of maternal UBE3A expression in neurons. Antisense oli-
gonucleotides and gene therapies are in development, which activate the intact but epigenetically silenced paternal
UBE3A allele. Preclinical studies indicate that treating during the prenatal period could greatly reduce the severity of
symptoms or prevent AS from developing. Genetic tests can detect the chromosome 15q11-q13 deletion that is the most
common cause of AS. New, highly sensitive noninvasive prenatal tests that take advantage of single-cell genome sequenc-
ing technologies are expected to enter the clinic in the coming years and make early genetic diagnosis of AS more com-
mon. Efforts are needed to identify fetuses and newborns with maternal 15q11-q13 deletions and to phenotype these
babies relative to neurotypical controls. Clinical and parent observations suggest AS symptoms are detectable in infants,
including reports of problems with feeding and motor function. Quantitative phenotypes in the 0- to 1-year age range
will permit a more rapid assessment of efficacy when future treatments are administered prenatally or shortly after birth.
Although prenatal therapies are currently not available for AS, prenatal testing combined with prenatal treatment has the
potential to revolutionize how clinicians detect and treat babies before they are symptomatic. This pioneering prenatal
treatment path for AS will lay the foundation for treating other syndromic neurodevelopmental disorders. Autism Res
2020, 13: 11–17. © 2019 International Society for Autism Research, Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

Lay summary: Prenatal treatment could benefit expectant parents whose babies test positive for the chromosome micro-
deletion that causes Angelman syndrome (AS). Prenatal treatment is predicted to have better outcomes than treating after
symptoms develop and may even prevent AS altogether. This approach could generally be applied to the treatment of
other syndromic neurodevelopmental disorders.
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Overview

Angelman syndrome (AS) is characterized by developmen-
tal delays, severe intellectual disabilities, lack of speech,
seizures, problems with movement and balance, and
microcephaly [Pelc, Cheron, & Dan, 2008; Williams et al.,
2006]. Many individuals with AS also meet the diagnostic
criteria for autism [Peters, Beaudet, Madduri, & Bacino,
2004]. With a prevalence of 1:12,000 to 1:24,000 and a
need for constant care across a full life span, the family
burden and health care costs are high and likely exceed
the now dated $2.4 M lifetime estimate for an individual
with autism and intellectual disability [Buescher, Cidav,
Knapp, & Mandell, 2014].

UBE3A is expressed biallelically in nearly all cells of the
body, with the exception of neurons, where UBE3A is
expressed only from the maternally inherited allele (Fig. 1).
In most cases, AS is caused by deletion or mutation of

the maternally inherited UBE3A allele [LaSalle, Reiter, &
Chamberlain, 2015; Mabb, Judson, Zylka, & Philpot, 2011;
Matsuura et al., 1997]. This biology explains why loss of the
maternal allele causes AS and impairs brain function. The
paternal allele is silenced by UBE3A-ATS, an extremely long
antisense transcript that represses the paternal UBE3A tran-
script in cis (Fig. 1; Chamberlain & Brannan, 2001; Landers
et al., 2004;Meng, Person, & Beaudet, 2012).

Genetic Tests for AS

All of themutation types that cause AS can be detected with
routine genetic tests and provide a definitive diagnosis
[Committee on, 2018; Dagli, Mueller, & Williams,
1993]. Deletion of the maternally inherited chromosome
15q11-q13 region is the most common cause of AS, is pre-
sent in ~70% of cases, and is amenable to treatments that
are in development (see below). This deletion typically
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occurs de novo and is identified using array comparative
genome hybridization and a methylation test to determine
if the deletion is on the maternal or paternal chromosome.
Genetic tests can also be performed prenatally in conjunc-
tionwith amniocentesis or chorionic villus sampling (CVS).
Noninvasive prenatal tests (NIPTs) can detect the sex of

the fetus and chromosomal abnormalities as early as
10 weeks after conception [Vora & Wapner, 2018]. Cur-
rently available “cell-free” NIPTs entail isolation and
sequencing of fetal-derived DNA that is circulating in the
mother’s blood. This simplicity, low cost, and accuracy at
providing useful genetic information about the fetus has
promoted increasing adoption of this test by pregnant
women irrespective of maternal age [Grace, Hardisty,
Dotters-Katz, Vora, & Kuller, 2016; Larion et al.,
2014]. Cell-free NIPTs can also detect the 15q11-q13 dele-
tion that causes AS (when the deletion is maternally
inherited) or Prader–Willi syndrome (PWS; when the
deletion is paternally inherited) [Liang et al., 2019;
Wapner et al., 2015]. However, the positive predictive
value is not high enough for experts to recommend cell-
free NIPT for 15q11-q13 deletion testing [Petersen et al.,
2017; Vora & Wapner, 2018]. Expectant mothers can
“opt-in” to get 15q11-q13 deletion NIPT results, with an
understanding that an invasive diagnostic procedure like
CVS will be needed to confirm the diagnosis.
The increasing use of cell-free NIPTs will invariably drive

rapid adoption of next-generation “cell-based” NIPTs that
show specificity and accuracy values that are similar to inva-
sive procedures [Kolvraa et al., 2016; Vossaert et al., 2018]. It
has been known for over a decade that nucleated fetal-
derived cells circulate in the mother’s blood, but only
recently has it been possible to reliably identify and isolate
these cells [Christensen et al., 2005]. Cell-based NIPTs utilize
cutting-edge single-cell sequencing technologies to identify
mutations in these rare circulating fetal-derived cells. It is
nowpossible to detect deletions, duplications, DNAmethyla-
tion, and single nucleotide variants using single-cell DNA
sequencing [Hui et al., 2018;McConnell et al., 2017]. Thus, it
is technically possible to examine portions of the fetal
genome and epigenome at single nucleotide resolution using
a noninvasive procedure. Widespread adoption of cell-based
NIPTs will undoubtedly revolutionize prenatal screening and
increase the demand for early treatments for AS and for other
syndromic disorders.

Newborn screening for AS is also possible, but criteria
largely limit newborn screening to diseases for which early
diagnosis benefits the baby, such as when a treatment or an
intervention exists [Pitt, 2010]. There is reason for optimism
with regard to newborn screening for AS and its “sister”
imprinted disorders—PWS andDup15q syndrome. A recent
study found that PWS can be treated shortly after birth with
growth hormone [Scheermeyer et al., 2017]. It might thus
be possible to justify newborn screening for paternal
15q11-q13 deletion, to identify PWS newborns who would
benefit from growth hormone. This test would also identify
newborns with maternal 15q11-q13 deletion or duplica-
tion. Screening of this single genetic locus could thus per-
mit early detection of three distinct neurodevelopmental
disorders.

Critical Period for Treatment

Existing genetic tests can identify individuals with a
maternally inherited deletion of 15q11-q13 at any age, so
a major question for the field is when to treat, particularly
given that AS therapeutics are moving toward the clinic.
To address this question, Elgersma and colleagues devel-
oped a way to genetically “reinstate” Ube3a at different
ages in an AS model mouse [Silva-Santos et al., 2015]. AS
model mice have reproducible phenotypes that recapitu-
late AS symptoms, including motor deficits, sleep disrup-
tion, seizures, and cognitive deficits [Ehlen et al., 2015;
Huang et al., 2013; Jiang et al., 1998; Sonzogni et al.,
2018]. Elgersma and colleagues found that early embry-
onic reinstatement of Ube3a prevented AS phenotypes
across multiple domains from developing, while rein-
statement at birth (postnatal day 0; P0) or 21 days after
birth (P21) rescued some phenotypes (Table 1). Extrapo-
lating to humans, P0 in a mouse corresponds to early sec-
ond trimester in humans, whereas P21 corresponds to
~210 days old in humans [Workman, Charvet, Clancy,
Darlington, & Finlay, 2013].

In contrast, adult Ube3a reinstatement only rescued
hippocampal long-term potentiation, a learning and
memory phenotype (Table 1; Silva-Santos et al., 2015).
Likewise, antisense oligonucleotides (ASOs, described
below) that unsilence paternal Ube3a partially treated a
fear conditioning deficit in adult AS model mice [Meng
et al., 2015], a phenotype that is also related to learning
and memory.

These findings were reinforced by a subsequent study
from Elgersma and colleagues, inwhich they deletedmater-
nal Ube3a at different ages [Sonzogni et al., 2019]. They
found that deletion of maternal Ube3a embryonically reca-
pitulated all measured AS phenotypes. In contrast, deletion
of maternal Ube3a postnatally or in adults had very few del-
eterious effects. Collectively, these data indicate that there

Figure 1. In neurons, Ube3a-ATS transcriptionally blocks paternal
Ube3a in cis. Gray color denotes genes that are repressed. Location
of Meng et al. ASO shown. Lollipop = methylated/imprinted region.



is a critical period, early in development, when AS canmost
effectively be treated through restoration ofUbe3a.

Therapeutic Development

Therapeutic approaches are being pursued that restore
Ube3a expression in neurons and hence target the root
cause of AS. One approach is based on unsilencing the
functional but epigenetically silenced paternal Ube3a
allele in neurons. Unsilencing approaches have a key
advantage over other approaches. Namely, unsilencing
approaches drive expression of paternal Ube3a from the
endogenous promoter, which is predicted to permit
proper isoform distribution and proper UBE3A protein
levels at each stage of life. Work in our laboratory, jointly
with others, provided the first evidence that the paternal
Ube3a allele can be unsilenced with a class of drugs that
are used clinically to treat cancer, namely topoisomerase
inhibitors [Huang et al., 2012]. These drugs repress the
extremely long Ube3a-ATS transcript, permitting expres-
sion of paternal Ube3a in mouse and human neurons
[King et al., 2013]. However, topoisomerase inhibitors are
not suitable for life-long use because of known side-
effects in humans, and these drugs downregulate many
other long gene transcripts, some of which are important
for brain development and synaptic function [King et al.,
2013; Mabb et al., 2014].

Subsequently, Beaudet and colleagues unsilenced pater-
nal Ube3a by targeting Ube3a-ATS with ASOs (Fig. 1)
[Meng et al., 2015]. ASOs rescued one behavioral pheno-
type in AS model mice but required repeated invasive spi-
nal injections every few months, which is not ideal for a
pediatric onset disorder that lasts a lifetime. An artificial
transcriptional repressor was also developed that binds to
Ube3a-ATS and partially unsilenced paternal Ube3a in the
mouse brain [Bailus et al., 2016]. No behavioral studies
were performed in this latter study. Like ASOs, this pro-
tein repressor had to be injected repeatedly—three times
per week for 4 weeks, and this protein downregulated

genes in the PWS critical region, which is not a desirable
side-effect.

It may be possible to overcome shortcomings of topo-
isomerase inhibitors, ASOs, and protein-based repressors
using new genome editing technologies like CRISPR/Cas9.
When packaged into adeno-associated virus (AAV) gene
therapy vectors, Cas9 can be delivered to animals and treat
diseases for significantly longer periods of time [Nelson
et al., 2016].

Another approach is based on using AAV to deliver
UBE3A to individuals with AS, a so-called gene replacement
therapy. AAV-based gene replacement therapies have an
acceptable safety profile in humans [Hocquemiller, Giersch,
Audrain, Parker, & Cartier, 2016; Hudry & Vandenberghe,
2019] and drive gene expression in the human and primate
brain for a decade or more [Sehara et al., 2017; Tuszynski
et al., 2015]. Gene replacement therapies are used clinically
to treat other single gene disorders, including spinalmuscu-
lar atrophy, a pediatric-onset neurological disorder [Men-
dell et al., 2017]. However, challenges remain, particularly
with regard to selecting the appropriate UBE3A isoform
[Avagliano Trezza et al., 2019] and with selecting a pro-
moter that drives UBE3A expression at the correct levels
across the life span, without overshooting normal expres-
sion levels. It is well established that UBE3A levels must be
tightly maintained within a narrow range to permit normal
brain development, as evidenced by the fact that the loss of
maternal UBE3A causes AS while duplication of UBE3A
increases autism and neuropsychiatric disorder risk [LaSalle
et al., 2015; Noor et al., 2015]. Traditional gene replacement
therapies typically drive expression of a single isoform at
abnormally high levels, with variability between cells
influenced by vector copy number.

Prenatal Treatment Path

The benefits and risks associated with treating AS at differ-
ent ages will ultimately need to be evaluated by institu-
tional review boards and government regulators. However,
the studies described above indicate that the optimal age to
treat AS is prenatally. Pathogenic mutations that cause or
increase risk for AS can be detected prenatally, further
enabling proactive prenatal treatment. Given the necessity
and sufficiency of Ube3a over a narrow prenatal window,
prenatal administration of a gene therapy vector has the
potential to greatly diminish the severity of AS, and if trans-
duction efficiency is high, prevent AS fromdeveloping.

Indeed, studies with rare “AS mosaics” suggest some
behavioral recovery can be achieved even if UBE3A is
restored in a small percentage of all neurons. AS individ-
uals that are mosaic show variable loss of methylation at
the maternal imprinting center, which leads to inactiva-
tion of maternal UBE3A in a variable number of cells. AS
mosaics show symptoms that are classified as

Table 1. Phenotypes that Are Expected to Show Full (FR),
Partial, or No Rescue (NR) When Paternal Ube3a Is Unsilenced
at Different Developmental Time Periods in AS Model Mice

Developmental time period

Phenotype Embryonic P0 P21 Adult

Learning/memory FR FR FR FR
Rotarod FR FR Partial NR
Open field FR FR NR NR
Marble burying FR NR NR NR
Nest building FR NR NR NR
Forced swim FR NR NR NR

Expectations based on data in [Meng et al., 2015; Silva-Santos
et al., 2015].



“exceptionally mild” when as few as 10% of all blood
cells contain normal levels of methylation [Brockmann,
Bohm, & Burger, 2002; Carson, Bird, Childers, Wheeler, &
Duis, 2019; Le Fevre et al., 2017; Nazlican et al.,
2004]. Mild phenotypes include near normal speech, near
normal motor performance, and lack of seizures. Assum-
ing mosaicism in blood cells is reflective of mosaicism in
the brain, restoring functional UBE3A in as few as 10% of
all brain neurons could largely prevent severe AS symp-
toms from developing. Changes of this magnitude would
greatly improve the quality of life for individuals with AS
and their caregivers.
Prenatal testing can be performed around the end of

the first trimester, and results are returned early in the
second trimester. Thus, not inclusive of preimplantation
genetic testing, the earliest practical age to treat is during
the second trimester. This is the period when cortical
neurogenesis ends [Meyer, Schaaps, Moreau, & Goffinet,
2000]. A minimally invasive ultrasound-guided injection
procedure was recently developed to deliver an AAV gene
therapy vector to the brain of second trimester rhesus
macaques—a nonhuman primate whose gestation period
is similar to that of humans [Massaro et al., 2018].
Prenatal treatment with a gene therapy vector has

other advantages. Mammals, including humans, develop
immune responses to AAV and its cargo when injected
into adults [Vandamme, Adjali, & Mingozzi, 2017]. This
immune response is known to reduce treatment efficacy
over time. However, prenatal or early postnatal injection
of AAV results in immune tolerance—meaning the virus
and cargo are seen as self, allowing for persistent expres-
sion with no immune response [Hinderer et al., 2015;
Hordeaux et al., 2019; Tai et al., 2015]. Treatment during
this immune tolerant period is ideal, especially if non-
mammalian proteins like CAS9 are used as part of the
gene therapy [Nelson et al., 2019]. As additional advan-
tages, the brain is smaller in a fetus, so significantly less
gene therapy vector will need to be manufactured and
administered, potentially reducing costs. And, AAV is
effective at transducing >50% of all neurons when
injected intracerebroventricularly into newborn mice
[Chakrabarty et al., 2013]. As noted above, this age in
mice is equivalent to the second trimester in humans.
Whether AAV transduces neurons as efficiently when
injected prenatally into nonhuman primates is currently
unclear.
There are parallels between prenatal treatment of AS and

prenatal treatment of spina bifida—a neurodevelopmental
disorder that, like AS, results in severe, life-long neurological
deficits if not treated [Fletcher & Brei, 2010]. Prenatal neuro-
surgeries to treat spina bifida have been performed for over
two decades [Tulipan & Bruner, 1998], the risks are toler-
ated, and patient outcomes are significantly better than
when surgeries are performed after birth [Adzick et al.,
2011]. This procedure involves creating an incision in the

mother’s abdomen and uterus to access the fetus. The bio-
ethics associated with performing invasive maternal–fetal
surgeries to treat nonlethal fetal conditions has been exten-
sively reviewed [Chervenak & McCullough, 2007; Lyerly,
Gates, Cefalo, & Sugarman, 2001]. The bioethics associated
with treating AS prenatally, using a less invasive intra-
cerebroventricular injection procedure [Massaro et al.,
2018], is expected to be comparable.

Limitations to Early Treatment

One of the main limitations to prenatal treatment of AS is
that the regulatory path and safety profile for the fetus and
mother has not been established. But as biomedical history
has taught us, the prenatal period is not off-limits for new
treatments that benefit the baby, including fetal blood
transfusions and fetal neurosurgeries. Regulators base deci-
sions on safety and efficacy data. Encouragingly, recent
draft guidance from the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
seeks to broaden the definition of the neonatal period to
include pretermnewborns bornduring the second trimester
[Administration, 2019]. As a logical next step, clinicians
may be able to evaluate the safety and efficacy of drug and
biological therapeutics in second- or third-trimester fetuses,
provided risks to the mother are considered and assessed.
The reproducible and disease-modeling phenotypes in AS
model mice, coupled with the ability to deliver gene thera-
pies to fetal nonhuman primates [Conlon et al., 2016;
Massaro et al., 2018], should allow for the necessary safety
data to be collected.

Additionally, we currently lack a quantitative under-
standing of symptoms that differ between maternal
15q11-q13 deletion positive and neurotypical babies in
the 0- to 1-year range, which limits rapid assessment of
efficacy following prenatal treatment. Feeding problems
and muscle hypotonia are evident in AS infants [Dagli
et al., 1993; Pelc et al., 2008], but these symptoms were
identified retrospectively and hence need to be quantita-
tively evaluated in a prospective manner. In the absence
of neonatal natural history data, commonly studied AS
symptoms that are apparent by 1–2 years of age, such as
motor deficits, language impairment, and cognitive
delays, could serve as primary end points in clinical trials.
Extending the follow-up window would permit the use of
standard developmental assessment tools. A small num-
ber of maternal 15q11-q13 deletion positive fetuses are
being detected through traditional invasive prenatal
genetic testing and could be enrolled in natural history
studies focused on the 0- to 1-year old range. The number
of fetuses that test positive for this deletion is expected to
increase as next-generation cell-based NIPTs come online,
which will increase the demand for prenatal treatment
options.



Applicability to Other Syndromic
Neurodevelopmental Disorders

Significant progress has been made at identifying new
syndromic forms of autism. As examples, de novo loss-of-
function mutations in CHD8 and DYRK1 cause syn-
dromic forms of autism [Bernier et al., 2014; van Bon
et al., 2016]. A variant of CRISPR/Cas9 that does not cut
the genome was recently packaged into an AAV gene
therapy vector and used to rescue phenotypes caused by
Sim1 haploinsufficiency in mice [Matharu et al.,
2019]. Assuming the penetrance of syndromic autism
gene mutations is high and the critical period for treat-
ment is early, it may be possible to develop gene thera-
pies to treat these and other syndromic forms of autism
caused by gene haploinsufficiency. Ultimately, efforts to
treat AS prenatally could pioneer a future where sensitive
noninvasive prenatal genetic tests are coupled with gene
therapies to offer disease-modifying treatments for a
diversity of syndromic neurodevelopmental disorders.
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